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This is being recorded. Our webinars are 
all recorded for future reference and 
placed into a special Resources section of 
all these workshops.

We will be taking questions. We want this 
to be an actionable resource for your 
organization, so please use the Q&A!

We’ll focus on practical experience, not 
high level data. Data is great, but more 
important is the user experience that 
data informs. See it in action. 

We’re debuting a certified integration 
today. While Neon CRM has native forms, 
there are things that Fundraise Up are 
doing that will blow you away. 



John Sarbanes (politician)

People wanna give you a $5 contribution online, but they 
have a million other things to do. But getting them to just 
sit still for 45 seconds and go in there and make the 
donation is, like, the hardest thing in the world.
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1. Learning Objectives

2. Crowd Poll + Data Review of Online Gifts

3. Why is donor experience online important?

4. Fundraise Up + Neon CRM

5. Grow Together - Question Time



Overview

What You Will Learn:

■ How we levage AI to increase conversion 
and optimize the donor experience

■ Why individualized suggested donation 
amounts matter for online donors

■ What automatic recurring upsells mean for 
your nonprofit’s bottom line

■ How to easily and automatically sync data 
from Fundraise Up to Neon CRM

■ How to get started with Fundraise Up

■ Anything relating to Neon CRM forms - we 
know ours need work, which is why we 
partnered with Fundraise Up to give our 
clients a premium alternative.

■ In Q3, we’ll debut some great core 
upgrades to our forms, but Fundraise Up is 
light years ahead of literally everyone in 
the industry on forms. If you are obsessed 
with forms then this is our gift to you.  

What You Won’t Learn:

Enterprise nonprofits seeking to scale their online fundraising programsTarget Audience:



Nic Miller
Fundraise Up
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● I previously served as a higher-ed annual 
fund director

● Before joining Fundraise Up, I worked 
with nonprofits as a digital marketing 
consultant

● I joined Fundraise Up in July 2020 
● I love cycling—anyone on Strava?



Poll Time



Data Review - Online Gifts



Why people don’t donate
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According to groundbreaking research by the 
Nielsen Norman Group that analyzed nonprofit 
websites, the top reasons that kill someone 
making a donation to your organization are:

● 50% relate to usability problems and 
unintuitive flow
○ 13% of sites didn’t even have an 

obvious way to donate!
● 43% were content issues relating to 

unclear, missing, or confusing terms
● 8% simply disagreed with the 

organization’s approach



Average Gift

$123
Credit Cards

Average Gift

$151
ACH / EFT

Average Gift

$525
Offline (check / cash / etc.)
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Trend analysis

Both credit cards and offline gifts (checks, cash, stock, etc.) saw decreases in their average gift size while ACH gifts 
increased compared to 2019. However, it is important to note that this is primarily driven by an increase in the 
number of gifts being given to organizations. More donors = lower averages typically!



Trend analysis

Since offline giving generated such a significant amount for organizations, it is important to understand how 
different types of nonprofits are performing. Mission can impact the ways that people give, especially during 
periods of economic or social stress. 



Trend analysis

Across the entirety of our platform, we continued to see amazing growth around a variety of giving experiences.

76.8% Increase in new recurring 
donors in 2020

This is fantastic news on the heels of the 
industry’s largest study of recurring giving we just 
published in NonprofitPRO

23.6% Average sum per peer to peer 
fundraiser campaign

The repeat campaign rate also increased in 2020, 
creating what we’re calling Power Fundraisers

120% Growth of peer to peer 
fundraising for giving days

This showcases a significant opportunity for the 
Neon Raise platform to drive even further scale



Why is donor experience 
online important?



The most frequent objectives 
incoming customers have

● Improve the donor experience

● Reduce costs

● Optimize the online ask to maximize donations

● Increase the number of monthly donations



The #1 roadblock to donors 
giving online is friction.



Friction reduces conversion.



Lower conversion
=

Fewer donations



Friction Points
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● Page redirects
● Required address fields
● Too many input fields
● Limited payment options
● Desktop-only or browser-specific platforms



“With our inefficient online giving platform, 
it was super difficult for the donor. And we 
were never able to track how donors came 
in, where they came from. It was very bad.”

— International Community Foundation



What if a nonprofit’s donation form 
was built using e-commerce tech?



E-commerce Technology
For The Nonprofit Industry
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E-Commerce Nonprofit



Platform Objectives
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● Reduce friction
● Meet donors where they are
● Use technology, psychology and design 

cues to engage donors
● Provide modern payment methods
● Grow monthly giving
● 2x revenue from online donations



Psychology & Design-Driven
Optimizations
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● Visual cues such as graphics of gifts and 
stars encourage donors to select 
highlighted options

● Colors are studied to determine the highest 
converting palettes

● Layout and element placement is tested



Results
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Sample A/B Test Results Sample Upsell Results



Case Study: UNICEF USA
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300%
Increase in recurring monthly digital donors

50%
Increase in digital revenue

90%
Of donors covering processing costs



Fundraise Up + Neon CRM



Certified Integration

Neon One explicitly creates intentional 
connections between the products that we either 
create or work with externally. 

If we approve an integration and put it into our 
partner directory on the Neon One website, then 
you can be assured that this is something we 
have reviewed for:

● Contact Information
● Neon One Product Understanding
● Detailed Usage Integration Details
● Detailed Product Documentation
● Ongoing Testing Sandbox27



Coming Up



Next Webinar: 
The Ultimate Guide on Facebook Fundraisers

● March 17 @ 2pm ET
○ Julia Campbell

● Hear about our new 
Facebook Fundraisers 
integration!



YouTube Livestream Show

● March 17 @ 8pm ET
○ Marc A. Pitman 

(Concord Leadership Group)
○ Brock Yetso 

(Ulman Foundation)

● Capital Campaigns!
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Ready to start using our newest certified 
integration? Then go to Fundraise Up and sign 
up today to get started.
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Integration Documentation

All Neon One product integrations must 
provide public documentation around how 
their integration is built and Fundraise Up 
delivered a great one. Read it here.
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Experience A Revolution in Forms

Fundraise Up has created this interactive 
experience around their online form tools 
and other features that you can test. Click 
here to give it a try for yourself!

Neon One Resources Fundraise Up

A collection of resources that will help your 
organization with fundraising online with our newest 

integration partner.

Sign Up For Fundraise Up!
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https://pages.fundraiseup.com/demo/request?source=Partner&source_agent=None&source_detail=Neon%20One
https://help.fundraiseup.com/connecting-neoncrm-to-fundraise-up
https://helping-hand.org/
https://helping-hand.org/


Built for Good.


